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“What you do has far greater  
impact than what you say.” 

– Steven Covey 
(The Board should lead by example)

Over the last five years, Central and the other 
Regions have embraced and have been moving 
forward with policy governance (see previous 

issue 2021 Issue 1 and more articles to come). Policy 
governance has permitted us to right size the board 
from 16 board directors to nine. It has enabled the 
board to get out of the operations side of the Central 
Office and focus on the more strategic facets of the 
Region, such as executive compensation, membership 
value, membership feedback, renewals and new 
member recruiting. 

In our 2022 Winter Board Meeting, one of the topics 
we discussed was answering the question, What does 
the Central Region Board need in its Directors? Given 
all the initiatives, plans and projects that we’re working 
on (e.g., executive compensation, governance and 
leadership, audit and investments, strategic planning, 
etc.) and policy governance, it is key that the Central 
Board is composed of Directors who bring experience, 
skills and traits that will help us continue moving 
forward on these and new initiatives.

It was a great discussion and we wanted to convey 
our needs to you, the membership and owners of 
the Central Region, with the hope that it may help 

you when you vote in the upcoming Board Director 
Election. 

Board Purpose: Using Policy Governance as our 
governance structure, the board sets and monitors the 
ends and limitations of the organization, partnering 
with and evaluating the Executive Director, who 
determines the means of accomplishing the region’s 
goals. 

Board Composition: PSIA-AASI Central’s board 
is comprised of nine elected board members. Term 
length is three years*, with an election by members 
each winter. Board Officers include President, Vice 
President, Treasurer, and Secretary. Board Members are 
also required to serve on at least one board committee.

Time Commitment: The entire Board meets once 
per month virtually, and twice per year (spring and fall) 
in person for a weekend. Committee meetings vary, 
but committees meet an average of once per month for 
one-two hours, and this is outside of the regular Board 
meetings. Board members frequently join committees 
that are a good match to their professional experience. 
Board members will also frequently take on projects 
(solo and collaborative) to complete in between 
meetings. 

Committees and Task Forces

•  Audit and Investment
•  Awards and Recognition
•  Communication
•  Election
•  Executive Compensation
•  Governance and Leadership Development
•  Membership Survey

Job of Board Member: 

•   Be present at all meetings, and stay the entire length 
of meetings

•   Adequately prepare for and read relevant material 
before meetings 

•   Understand and develop a continuing understanding 
of Policy Governance 

•   Vote on motions that arise at meetings and 
contribute to discussions as needed. 

•   Reflect the voice and decisions of the board with a 
“one voice” frame of mind 

•   Serve on at least one committee 

What We Need

Central Board and National Representative

What We Need continued on page 13
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“WTH! Who does this  
kid think he is?”

That was the consensus when I became a 
snowsports instructor as a 20-year-old kid 
from the farmlands of Mid-Michigan. Torch 

and pitchfork in hand, I stormed the walls of the local 
Feudalistic ski society. While there was certainly a ruling 
elite, my desire to cannibalize local elders, combined 
with a lack of maturity, led many of my snowsports 
occupations to the guillotines. Forty-four seasons later, I 
now hire younger instructors. Fortunately, none of them 
have been like I was at their age. 

Skepticism about today’s youth is not new. In fact, 
it has been passed on for thousands of years. For the 
last several seasons, younger instructors have applied 
and worked for the Nub’s Nob Winter Sports School. 
These young instructors have come to our school with 
energy, eagerness, and the ability to promote both 
snowsports and themselves. Our younger instructors 
have also created great learning partnerships with 
students and parents. It is worth mentioning that our 
younger instructors have also helped me with modern 
technology challenges when I need it. 

Note: Ironically, these young instructors’ abilities have 
paralleled the recent podium finishes at the Tour De 
France. Once considered too immature physically and 
mentally, the U 23 age group has been cleaning up 

on the podium while displaying exceptional media 
interview skills.

Les Attributs de la Jeunesse 

Certainly, my observations regarding our younger 
staff members were seen by others, hence I sought 
input from our snowsports school’s management staff, 
Racquel Dobry, and J.P. Adams. The following were 
their responses regarding the attributes of youth. 

[Note: Many of the attributes can be traced to 
contemporary technologies and communication 
forums]. 

Not Surprising
•  Energy
•  Enthusiasm 
•  Strong (Strength)

Revealing 
•  Willingness to learn
•  Ability to absorb and apply information
•  More tolerant
•  Ability to relate to students
•  Can condense information
•  Presentation skills
•  Ability to navigate modern technology

Bastille Day 

“Whoa there, Nellie!” Allow me to dismount my 
Poitevin Mulassier and lay down my pitchfork. 

Pitting generation against generation has been 
quelled by more inclusionary learning partnerships 
between generations in recent years. I wasn’t the lone 
musketeer regarding grievances about teacher student 
relationships during the 60’s and 70’s as others formed 
their own Cahiers de Dolences.

•   Teachers gave directions not having to explain 
why. It was rare to have a teacher or coach involve 
a student in the learning process; the exception 
— drawing turkeys by tracing our hands, in 
kindergarten.

•   Learning progressions were linear and not allowing 
for alternatives  

Le Revolution des Jeunes
By Brad Miller; Director: Nub’s Nob Winter Sports School

Le Revolution continued on page 14
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Oprah Winfrey has conducted over 37,000 
interviews. 

This probably qualifies her to be an expert in 
human nature, right? 

In a 2014 Stanford Business School forum, this globally 
recognized icon observed the following: Every person 
she interviewed, regardless of who they are or what they 
have accomplished in life, after the cameras were off 
and the lights were dimmed, would turn to her and ask 
sotto-voce, “How did I do?”

Validation is one of our most human needs. When we 
feel seen, heard, and appreciated (or understood), we 
are more inclined to perform at our best. 

Here is a first-hand example: I was once a participant 
in an event with a guest clinician of some renown. The 
clinician was not involved in PSIA-AASI methodology, 
nor aware of our focus upon “people skills”). This event 
was a multi-day clinic, and on the first day after the 
first run (an exceptionally fun dive down a challenging 
bowl), the clinician’s opening remarks were about a 
common theme — a “need” within the group. He went 
on to describe the need — and to establish agreement 
that this was a suitable focus for our week together. 

His identification was accurate, but his timing was off 
and the effect was immediate. 

Like a fog rapidly flooding the streets of a city, a pall 
descended upon the group. Some of the participants 
were young, “hotshot” skiers, while others were veteran 
instructors with practiced (if careful) movement 
patterns. Everyone knew we were on stage on that first 
run, and mostly, we just hoped to fit in. Unlike Oprah’s 
guest, no-one asked “How did I do, Coach?” But we 
know from experience and now from Ms. Winfrey, the 
words were on everyone’s mind. What we heard was an 
understated “Not so good.”

It’s amazing when we realize that we have the tools 
to do better, and to see their absence. It really isn’t 
hard to watch a skier approach any situation and seek 
an opportunity to first provide affirmation — even 
validation — before offering corrective input. We 
know these important qualities about feedback — 
that it must be Timely (perhaps Proximal fits better), 
Accurate, Specific, Useful, and Welcomed. We know 
that platitudes are (mostly) useless. Hearing someone 
remark that a performance was “good” without specific 
reference sometimes feels worse than nothing said 
at all. But, even a slight modification to a platitude 
can have great impact. Something like “Wow, that’s 
a great pitch we just skied. I can tell we’re going to 
have a lot of fun together!” could set the tone for more 
reflective, and receptive feedback to come. Without the 
quality of “Welcome” that speaks specifically to people 
skills, when the first words we hear are diagnostic or 
corrective, we tend to put up a defensive wall against 
hearing them, regardless of the qualifications of the 
presenter.

Education Staff often see the need to train affirmation 
(and validation) even when conducting the Technical & 
Movement Analysis components of the exam process. 
Exam candidates often speak only to the weak elements 
of the subject’s performance without first establishing 
the strengths (that’s the affirmation part — calling out 
the areas of agreement between the assessor and the 
assessed). Validation is different than affirmation in that 
one need not agree with the approach being employed, 
but the assessor is able to recognize it. For example, 
“The subject is employing Extension at turn initiation, 
and it is working for them, but I think Retraction is 
better suited to the situation.” In essence, establishing 
a basis with: “I see you. I understand you. “May I offer 
some insight?”

We really can train ourselves to be better at 
incorporating this concept. If you are generally good 

Validation
By Ron Shepard, Executive Director, PSIA Central

stock photograph
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Professional Ski Instructors of America. American Association 
of Snowboard Instructors. Both of these titles are inclusive 
— they state unequivocally that those who belong, belong to 

the whole — otherwise we would be Professional Ski Instructors of 
Central. Central Association of Snowboard Instructors (and likewise 
of Eastern, Rocky, Northern Rocky, Intermountain, Northern 
Intermountain, Northwest, and West members).

As an association, we really are working to break down walls and 
boundaries. You already experience the benefit of some of these 
changes — your member records, for instance, are accessible to 
every region, and to National. Your membership history isn’t as a 
Professional Ski Instructor of Central, but of America. By design in 
this system, your membership is National.

The same is true of our exam standards, and by 2026, exam processes. 
Behind the scenes, not only have our education staff been training 
online with those from across the country, but many have traveled to 
those regions for training, and a growing number are beginning to 
work clinics and assessments at resorts outside of Central. It is also 
increasingly likely that your assessor or clinician here in Central will 
be arriving from another region — this is the result of our efforts to 
align across the country to provide clear standards and consistency in 
the certification process. 

The underlying understanding in this movement begins with the 
comment made above — Your Membership is National. This leaves 
Event Management to the regions — this is the role of Central — to 
offer accessible events to members (all members) here in the areas 
covered by Central. It also supports the idea that a member can travel 
during their certification journey — taking courses and exam modules 
anywhere in the country. While currently this means also participating 
in the pre-requisite courses of the hosting region, you may already be 
aware of a movement towards aligning these requirements as well. 

It is exciting to see our organization move in this direction, helping 
members feel less divided by their regional affiliation, and more a 
part of the whole. Undoubtedly, we will always share the sense of 
community that is generated by our local events, and the journey 
members share as education and certification cohorts (“the class of” 
so-to-speak”). Still, it is also uplifting to know that our credentials are 
not weighted by region — there is no caste system based upon the 
location in which a member earns a pin. 

In this respect, when we think of PSIA-AASI, based in Lakewood, 
Colorado, as the main body of PSIA-AASI, it is important to know 
this is only true in terms of the whole and that whole is made up from 
every one of us. That organization’s strength comes from you who 
come to the organization through the support of your schools via the 
education and certification efforts of our education staff. We are truly 
composed of the sum-of-our-parts. 

The Sum of Our Parts
By Ron Shepard, Executive Director

at people skills, it is easy to sense if 
your student is feeling seen, heard, 
and understood. It can sometimes 
be a challenge to convey that you 
understand someone but still disagree 
with them, but it is possible. If your 
people skills are less well established, 
a good approach is to incorporate 
a model into your teaching — a 
reference of sorts. I like to task myself 
with 80% affirmation/validation, and 
20% correction in my clinics and 
lessons. To do this, I make a practice 
to point out the supporting skills and 
qualities that brought the student to 
their current level of success — those 
elements we are going to build upon 
and retain as we take our skiing to the 
next level. Sure, there is risk in this 
approach. A student with a thirst for 
positive feedback may only hear the 
good, none of the correction, and this 
can be bad in an exam-prep situation. 
The risk is worth taking. Appreciating 
your students for who they are, what 
they have achieved, and what they are 
capable of is a crucial element when 
building an environment of trust. 

Oprah’s interview with the Stanford 
Business School is valuable for reasons 
beyond the subject of validation 
— she speaks of the importance of 
preparation on both parts, how it is a 
responsibility to be prepared as both 
the interviewer and the interviewee. 
The link to the interview is below, 
and I encourage you to cue it up on 
your next road trip. Consider your 
own experiences as both a teacher and 
a student and bring some of Oprah’s 
insights to your lessons. 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=6DlrqeWrczs

Stanford Graduate School of 
Business, and Amanda Facelle. 
“View from the Top: Oprah Winfrey 
on Career, Life, and Leadership.” 
YouTube, Stanford Graduate School 
of Business, 28 Apr. 2014.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DlrqeWrczs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DlrqeWrczs
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Let’s face it, safety meetings can be a little boring. 
After all, we can all state the obvious, right? 
Unfortunately, it can be the most obvious 

things that we tend to overlook. When in doubt, I 
adhere to Murphy’s Law “Anything that can go wrong 
will go wrong.” The following are examples that you 
can address or notify management about to prevent 
injury and promote safety.

•   Tools such as screwdrivers lying in the snow can 
become objects that impale.

•   Coaches’ hand drills that are not laid down flat, or 
placed off the slopes, are a recipe for disaster, and/or 
a day in court. (The same applies to skis).

•   B-net and crowd control net that is ripped, sags, or 
has a gap at the bottom is dangerous.

•   Bamboo that points uphill can become an impaler.
•   Garbage or tree branches on the hill can trip up 

skiers and riders.
•   Race gates with broken tops can be lethal.
•   Power cords that lie across open trails are  

“no bueno.”

•   Unmarked wet snow from snow making can rip  
off legs.

•   Frayed rope tows or cables that are off pulleys.
•   Rails on the chairlift can come loose.

One thing we overlook when we ride up the chairlift 
are deceleration devices (i.e., safety nets). These devices 
are in red containers, located at the base of the second 
tower of the Nub’s Nob chairlifts. Knowing where to 
locate deceleration devices, and how to use them, is 
crucial in preventing serious injury.

The most overlooked component in resort safety is the 
relationship between the instructors and our respective 
Ski Patrols. A good relationship with the patrol can 
foster important learning opportunities that can help 
prevent injury while providing more fluid networking 
in cases of emergency.

See Safety illustration on back page.

Safety Outside the Box: 
An Ounce of Prevention
By Brad Miller; Director: Nub’s Nob Winter Sports School

Author’s Note: Thinking outside of the box is not a 
replacement for knowing Your Responsibility Code — 
The above are just additional thoughts.

stock photograph
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Do you remember when we had to wear masks 
everywhere? 

It seems so long ago, but I do have some 
short-term memory problems, probably from too 
many foul tips to the catcher’s mask in my very long 
baseball career. For the record, I dominated on the 
junior varsity team during my senior year. Where was 
I? Oh..., masks. There are some takeaways from that 
time period that cannot be lost. I was able to meet 
people twice because they didn’t know what I looked 
like without a mask, so I was able to reintroduce 
myself on more than one occasion. But really, it was 
the things we missed out on that really stand out. The 
human interaction is a big one for me. Body language 
was emphasized during our mask-wearing days. We 
told different stories with our eyes rather than what 
was coming out of our mouths. 

At any moment, you could give the wrong impression 
of your resort but more importantly, an impression 
of you that may be the same as traveling the wrong 
direction in a grocery store aisle. We have many 
moments throughout the day in which to cast these 
impressions, whether good or not, and we don’t get to 
choose the moment. It’s the awareness of the situation 
of which we should be observant.

In the third decade of the 21st century, during our 
mask wearing time frame, we had an instructor that 
was teaching a five-year-old girl. They were in the final 
day of their four days together. The little girl looked at 
her instructor and said “It’s sad we have skied together 
for four days and you haven’t been able to see me 

smile.” The instructor said back to her that “Yes, it is 
sad.” So, the little girl took two big steps back, pulled 
down her mask and showed the instructor her biggest 
smile. This moment will stay with me for a long time. 
An interaction like that can change the mood of those 
around us. What I took from that interaction is that 
memorable moments can come from anywhere. But I 
try not to forget that those great moments are hard to 
overcome because of a negative start. 

I work at a ski resort all year, but have very different 
roles depending on the season. After all, it is really 
hard to teach somebody how to ski or snowboard in 
July in Northern Michigan. My role in the summer 
is on-hill carpentry. A lot of the time I am not guest 
facing. I forget this on occasion. One time, I played 
music from one of my favorite bands on the radio — 
Rage Against the Machine. The first song was the song 
“Killing in the Name of…,” which is a song I really 
like. But, because of the language in the song, it’s not 
the best to play around guests of ski resort. Though 
there wasn’t anyone around me, I quickly realized I 
should probably pay closer attention to how this could 
be portrayed.

Believe it or not, there are things that we can use to 
help us here. I came across the Trust, Likeability, and 
Expertise model. By using it on a personal level, this 
makes it easier to use while I am working, no matter 
what role I am in at the time. 

Trust, or trustworthiness, is established through 
word and deed. Students aren’t going to follow your 
instructions if you cannot first establish trust. You can 

Putting Your Best Foot Forward
By Corey Schroeder

Best Foot continued on page 14
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Is this a question you have asked yourself? Have you 
ever wondered what your Representative on the 
Central Region Board is doing to help you? 

For some members, communication with their 
Representative is far and few between. As a member in 
PSIA-AASI and a member of the Board of Directors, I 
have often wondered how the rest of the membership 
feels about the Central Region Board and how it is 
serving the members. As a Board that is governed by 
Policy Governance, one of our main roles is to be the 
link between the members and the Regional Executive 
Director. We do not interfere with the operational side 
of how the Central Region is run, but rather we are 
interested in the big picture thoughts, strategies, ideas, 
and vision for our profession in the Central Region. 
We want members to feel appreciated, be engaged, 
find value in the organization, and help shape the 
future of our organization. 

Under the system of Policy Governance, your Board 
of Directors created what is called “Ends.” The Ends 
concept is a type of goal that states the results for 
which the organization exists, the recipients of those 
results, and the worth of those results. These Ends 
policies are developed and prioritized based on an 
understanding of the members’ perspectives, values, 
wants, and needs. This means that we want you to give 
us your ideas for our profession to help us prioritize, 
update, and monitor our Ends. As members, you will 
have fresh perspectives on emerging needs or gaps 
in the snowsports community. The following is our 
current Central Region Ends Policy:

Broadest End:

PSIA-AASI-C existence is relevant to all aspects of 
our members snowsports schools and the snowsports 
community to a degree that justifies the expenditures.

Is the Central Region Board 
of Directors Working for Me???
By Jenny Eichner, Board Director - Adaptive

Level II Examination at Hidden Valley Resort in Eureka, Missouri.
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Priority Results:

1.  Members and potential members have access to 
effective educational material and information 
relevant to their personal snowsports education and 
instruction, with equal opportunity for everyone.

2.  Members’ skill sets are validated through 
consistent and equitable assessments, certifications, 
accreditations, and overall credentialing that meet 
the national standards.

3.  Members are connected with the snowsports 
Community knowledge and have pathways to help 
achieve personal goals.

4.   Members and potential members recognize value 
in their membership through a set of high-level 
tangible and intangible attributes, experiences and 
educational opportunities.

5.   Snowsports Schools utilize PSIA-AASI-C 
resources, applications and programs.

To begin opening the lines of communication between 
you and your Board of Directors, we started sending 
out a monthly four-question Pulse Survey to gauge 
how the membership feels the Board of Directors is 
performing. The initial results have given us a snapshot 
of what the membership understands about the 
organization. To summarize the results, a total of 241 
emails were sent out in this first round for the month 
of October. We received a total of 19 responses back. 
This is about 8%, which is a little below the average 
for external surveys at 10% to 15%. The average 
rating for how well our membership feels the board is 
doing to meet their needs was 6.94 on a scale of 1-10 
(with 10 being the best). This rating shows that we 
have some room for improvement but that we are not 
performing poorly. 

Of the comments received about what the board 
should continue doing that we are doing well, 15% 
were board related, 46% were operational, and 39% 
were related to both. Concerning the comments 
that asked what the board should do that they are 
not already doing; the majority of comments were 
operational-related at 75% and the board-related 
comments were at 17% with comments related to 
both being 8%. 

Some of the main themes seen in the comments 
about what we are doing well were communication/
being personal and providing good educational events. 

One comment that was board-specific addressed our 
attempts to broaden participation in snowsports. This 
could indicate our recent focus on Diversity, Equity, 
and Inclusion (DEI) has been successful. Themes 
surrounding improvements included relevant and cost-
effective events and publishing information earlier. 
One comment touched on the cost-effectiveness of 
membership and whether the benefits of remaining 
a member are worth it. This could indicate a need 
for the Board to educate members more regularly 
about the benefits of membership. Comments 
were both positive and negative about the Central 
Line Magazine. The Central Line is something that 
people seem to like, but there was a comment about 
it containing too many ads. Since the Central Line 
does not currently contain any ads, this could be 
a comment based on the National magazine, 32 
Degrees, or related to an older version of the Central 
Line (before my time).

While these comments include specific requests and 
suggestions for operational matters that provide 
insight for our Regional Executive Director, they 
also suggest that there is a need for the Board to do a 
better job at educating the membership about what 
it is that the Board of Directors does and what our 
responsibilities are as a Board. As you, the members, 
learn more about your Central Region Board of 
Directors, we will be able to fine-tune the Ends to 
reflect your perspectives, values, wants, and needs for 
the snowsports community. 

If you have an interest in further discussing Policy 
Governance or the results of our surveys, feel free to 
contact one of your Central Region Board of Directors. 
You may also review our Policy Manual and find more 
information about the Board of Directors at:

PSIA – AASI Central Division Board Policy Manual 
www.psia-c.org/about-us/by-laws/

Jenny Eichner is a Alpine 
Level II, Children’s Specialist, 
Freestyle I and Adaptive Level 
I. She is an instructor at Snow 
Creek Ski Area in Missouri 
and at Breckenridge Resort in 
Colorado.
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By Charles Roberts

The wedge turn has been 
used by American ski 
schools for several years 

as a means of introducing basic 
skiing maneuvers. Many of us 
have taught the wedge turn in our 
careers as ski instructors. Having 
conversed with ski instructors over 
the years, it is interesting to note 
the variety of ways of teaching this 
basic maneuver. But before we 
get into that, let’s look back at the 
development of the wedge turn. 

Figure 1 shows the early wedge turn 
from Reference 1, called the “snow-
plow,” circa late 1950’s. Quoting from Reference 1, 
page 81: “The weight should be transferred not “on” but 
diagonally “against” the outer ski so as to obtain sufficient 
turning force from the heels; thus the “skidding” of the 
inside edge of the outer ski and the simultaneous lean 
of the body to the outside increases the weighting of the 
outer ski and prevents the body from leaning in. (Note: 
In a turn the outer leg is bent more than the inner one, 
and the outside shoulder is lower than the inner one.)” 
The counter-rotated upper body tended to facilitate 
moving the upper body center of mass over the outside 

ski. At the time of ungroomed slopes, ankle high boots 
and long skis, this was a way to perform the turn. Skis 
are skidded throughout the turn (Reference 1 and 2).

Now move forward to the 1960’s vintage PSIA manual 
(Reference 3). The counter rotation of the upper 
body has almost disappeared, but center of mass 
shifts toward the outside ski, as depicted in Figure 2, 
which appears to be 
an essential ingredient 
in the turn. Quoting 
from Reference 3, page 
45: “From the straight 
snowplow, angulation 
accompanied by slight 
countermotion transfers 
the weight toward one 
ski which becomes the 
outside ski of the turn.” By this time, boot cuffs are 
higher, skis were more controllable and slopes were 
often groomed, obviating the need for the counter 
rotation of Figure 1. The weighted outside ski tended 
to overcome the lesser weighted inside ski, causing a 
turn opposite to the direction of center of mass shift.

Now, PSIA has evolved to advocating the lower body 
as the driving force behind the turn, independent of 
the upper body (Figure 3). In a narrow gliding wedge 

The Wedge Turn — How Do You Teach It?

Figure 1

Figure 2  (Reference 3, Page 45)
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with the center of mass equidistant between the skis 
(Control the relationship of the center of mass to the 
base of support to direct pressure along the length of 
the skis — Skiing Fundamental #1, see Appendix A), 
the skis are rotated in the direction of the turn, as a 
result of leg rotation (assuming a flexed leg) — Skiing 
Fundamental #3, which tends to reduce the inside ski 
edge angle, facilitating the turn. There is an automatic 
weight shift to the outside ski as the skier passes the 
fall line, as a result of the slope of the hill. The leg 
rotation causing ski rotation was previously called 
steering. The ease of turning skis using the lower body 
method can be attributed to the development of short 
shaped skis, which are very easy to turn. 

Now let’s get back to how this turn has been taught. 
Having discussed teaching wedge turns with many 
instructors, there seem to be two basic types of wedge 
turns being taught: The upper body method and the 
lower body method.

Upper body Method:

In the upper body method (Figure 4), the skier 

adjusts the center of mass of the upper body to the 
outside ski, placing weight on the outside ski which is 
already edged and pointed in the direction of the turn 
(Control pressure from ski-to-ski and direct pressure 
toward the outside ski — Skiing Fundamental #4). 
This is essentially the older PSIA method shown in 
Figure 2. As the skier passes the fall-line, the weight 
on the new downhill ski increases because of the slope. 
Since the skier must lean in the opposite direction 
of the turn (lean left to go right) to accomplish the 
turn, the instructor may have to deal with the left to 
go right confusion. Some students may lean in the 
direction of the turn, causing more weight initially on 
the inside ski, thus making it very difficult to turn. 
Also, the upper body leaning may become a bad habit 
in future lessons. One helpful aspect of this method is 

the student sees exactly what you are doing, which is 
to adjust the center of mass of the upper body toward 
the outside ski, unlike the lower body method where 
leg rotation, a primary driving force, is difficult to see. 

Lower Body Method:

In the lower body method, everything causing the 
turn is performed with the lower body, primarily 
through leg rotation (ski rotation with leg rotation, 
separate from the upper body — Skiing Fundamental 
#3 — sometimes called steering). For this method, 
you rotate both skis left to go left and rotate right to 
go right which avoids the confusion of leaning left to 
go right. In the shaping phase, the leg rotation tends 
to flatten the inside ski (assuming a flexed leg), making 
it easier to perform the maneuver. One problem with 
turn demonstration is that the student may not be 
able to see what you are doing. It is difficult to actually 
observe leg rotation in this type of turn. Some boot 
work (Figure 5) prior to learning the turn may be 
helpful, such as standing and twisting the feet (leg 
rotation) to the left and to the right, explaining what 
is leg rotation. As the skier crosses the fall line and 
remains in the proper stance, there is a slight weight 

shift to the outside ski, aiding the turn like that of the 
upper body method.

Teaching the lower body method is a good starting 
point, providing the student understands the 
principles of leg rotation either through explanation 
or boot work. There are instances where students may 
not possess sufficient musculature (femoral rotation 
ability) to perform the leg rotation necessary for this 
maneuver. For instance, if the student is extremely 
knock kneed or very stiff legged with little knee 
flexion, the lower body method may be difficult. 
Switching to the upper body method where leg 
rotation movements are minimal and weight shift is 
easier, has helped some in learning how to perform a 
wedge turn. Many instructors tend to utilize one or 
both methods depending on the needs of the student. 

Figure 5

Figure 3

Figure 4

Wedge Turn continued on page 13



Comments About the Past 
Womens’ Telemark Clinic: 

“I LOVE IT! — This weekend clinic is 
our time to chill out, make some gal-pals, 
and really enjoy ourselves on the snow. 

We take things at our own pace, which 
means more time skiing than standing 
around, asking questions in an ultra-
supportive environment and leveling up 
our skiing. 

Patti is a phenomenal coach who gives advice from a woman’s 
perspective. It’s the “secret sauce” to every single participant, from 
beginner to expert, telemarking at a much higher level by the end 
of the weekend. 

She gave tips, tricks, and simple drills that were easy to remember 
and use in our own personal skiing and bring those “A-HA” 
moments rushing back. 

I’m excited about the clinics this year because there will be 
telemark gear available — in women’s sizes! If you’re into 
inclusion, fun, excellent beer, and belly laughing, you’ll want to 
be here too! Tele on, sisters!”

Chris Moe-Herlick is a Telemark Level III Instructor, Central 
Region Telemark Education Staff Member, NSP Certified 
Member, and a member of the Nub’s Nob Ski Patrol in Harbor 
Springs, Michigan. 

Attention Women Telemarkers
By Chris Moe-Herlick, PSIA-C Telemark Education Staff
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The year 2023 will bring us many great 
opportunities in the Telemark arena. 
Besides several opportunities across the 

Region for Level Certifications; your Telemark 
Ed Staff is planning on many exciting clinics 
starting with “Learn to Tele,” “Womens 
Telemark Clinic,” “Tour and Turn Clinics” and 
more advanced Telemark Workshops. See the 
Central calendar of events and sign up early. 

TELEMARK GEAR AVAILABLE! Whether 
you want to try Telemarking for the first time 
or want to demo an upgrade, Motor City Tele 
has an opportunity for YOU! When you register 
for an event, Motor City Tele can help you with 
boots and skis if your size is available. Use the 
PSIA Promo Code “D7742” for 100% discount 
rentals for any PSIA Event, or contact Motor 
City Tele at @MotorCityTele, on Instagram or 
Facebook to secure your equipment.

One of our 2023 special events is the return 
of the WOMENS TELEMARK CLINIC 
on February 25th and 26th, at Nubs Nob, 
featuring guest Rocky Mountain Ed Staff 
member, Patti Banks and Central Ed Staff 
member, Chris Moe-Herlick. Join the fun ladies 
at any level, as we come together and explore 
Telemarking from a female prospective.
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•   Keep all discussions that occur in executive session 
confidential 

•   Support and contribute to a team-oriented culture
•   Promote and be active in the communication of the 

SnowSports community

What the Board Does Not Do: The Board is not 
engaged in operations of PSIA-AASI Central. Under 
Policy Governance, this is delegated to our Executive 
Director through ends and limitations policies. 
The Board focuses on “big picture items,” whereas 
operations such as exams, educational events, human 
resources, and others are managed by the Executive 
Director.

Please be sure to vote and make your voice heard!

Here is a list of command sound bites (Reference 4) 
used by instructors when teaching wedge turns:
1.  Point skis in the direction of the turn 
2.  Point the tips in the direction of the turn
3.  Turn your feet in the direction of the turn
4.  Twist the feet in the direction of the turn
5.   Point the downhill foot big toe in the direction of 

the turn 
6.   Press your big toe edge on outside ski
7.   Look in the direction of turn.
8.   Look in the direction of the turn and relax the leg 

on that side.
9.  Relax the leg on the inside ski
10.  Lighten inside ski
11.  Turn inside ski
12.  Get inside ski out of the way
13.   Put weight on foot opposite the direction 

of the turn
14.  Lift and swing the inside ski
15.  Follow me and do this

Teaching wedge turns is highly student dependent 
because of the variety of the muscular capability of 
beginners. Having a successful outcome, (the student 
performing wedge turns and enjoying it) may require 
teaching one or both wedge turn methods along with 
other teaching aids in your bag of tricks. The lower 
body method is a good starting point, as it is relatively 
easy to learn. If difficulty with the lower body method 
persists, trying the upper body method is an option. 

PSIA-AASI Central Board

*Current open positions are for one or three-year 
terms per Article VIII Section 2. – Composition. This 
is the result of decreasing the number of Directors 
on the Board from its composition of sixteen to nine 
and needing to stagger the election of Directors. After 
2023, all positions will be for three years.

Legal and Operational Documents:

By Laws/Policies Procedures/Minutes–PSIA-AASI-c

Wedge turns are a basis for learning how to ski and 
may serve the advanced skier as well when performing 
very tight turns, negotiating very tight conditions 
with many obstacles or setting up for an approach to a 
feature in the terrain park.
References
1.   “The New Official Austrian Ski System,” Barnes and 
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The below Skiing Fundamentals have been numbered 
for the purposes of this article only.  
Appendix A - Skiing Fundamentals
1.   Control the relationship of the center of mass to the 

base of support to direct pressure along the length of 
the skis.

2.    Control edge angles through a combination of 
inclination and angulation.

3.   Control the ski’s rotation with leg rotation, separate 
from the upper body.

4.   Control pressure from ski to ski and direct pressure 
toward the outside ski.

5.   Regulate the magnitude of pressure created through ski/
snow contact.

Chuck Roberts teaches at Wilmot Mountain in 
Wisconsin. He is a Level III Ski Instructor, a Level II 
Snowboard Instructor and Level I Freestyle  
Specialist. He has been teaching skiing since  
1970 and snowboarding since 1987.

What We Need continued from page 2

Wedge Turn continued from page 11

https://psia-c.org/about-us/by-laws/


•   Cookie cutter approaches to teaching
•   Technologies that were slow and cumbersome when 

applied to diversified research and fact checking

“Let them eat Cake!” 

Unlike the dispatched Queen Marie Antoinette, 
a generation of snowsports teachers had empathy 
for the next generation’s learning environments — 
specifically a need for change. Such was the case in 
May 1961, when American skiing’s “Declaration of 
Independence” was drafted. To this day, PSIA-AASI’s 
independent thinkers continually morph practices 
regarding contemporary learning cycle.

Empathy can also result in the adoption of youthful 
attributes in our teaching, learning, and lifestyle. 
Alyssia Sampson noted 10 such attributes in “Youth is 
Wasted on The Young: 10 Childhood Traits You Should 
Keep Forever.”

•  Curiosity
•  Sense of adventure
•  Humor
•  Playfulness
•  Never stop questioning

use honesty, respect, transparency, consistency and 
your good judgement to help establish yourself in the 
lesson and build towards the goal more easily.

Your likeability starts with a friendly demeanor. 
Let’s face it — you get further with people by being 
nicer, compared to being a jerk. Traits that are 
related towards likeability are: emphatic, supportive, 
polite and respectful, patient, attentive, friendly and 
inspirational.

Expertise can come from anywhere. Obviously, if you 
are reading this publication, you have started gaining 
some expertise in the snowsports world through 
PSIA-AASI. When you share what you know to be 
true, you can contribute toward achieving a mutual 
understanding of a topic or issue. 

To establish expertise with others, one needs to 
provide leadership and be decisive. Additionally, one 
needs to be able to solve problems or provide new 
perspectives when dealing with challenges.

I think it is important to work this trait in slowly and 
to read your students. Sometimes too much expertise 
will cause them to lose interest. Focusing on building 
your trustworthiness can lead to doubt on your 
expertise. We all know somebody that tries too hard 
for you to like them and we know how that works 
out. Find a blend of the three that works best for you 
and your students, and that may change depending 
on the students. 

We can all be better with this. It’s something we have 
to be aware of. We can make it a point of emphasis in 
our professional and personal lives. Obviously, being 
aware of it professionally may lead to advancement 
or a bigger tip at the end of a lesson. The bigger goal, 
however, is to be a better person and that will lead you 
to becoming a better instructor.

Corey Schroeder, Snowboard Instructor Level 
III. Education Staff Member. Snowboard and 
Children’s Educations Teams. Bob Ross Fan.

•  Remember, you’re free
•  Appreciation
•  Motivation
•  Kindness
•  Consistently embracing youth

Libere Ton Esprit 

Like billions throughout the millenniums the actions 
of today’s youth have left me scratching my head; 
however, when I free my mind, their attributes 
are many. By creating contemporary staff training, 
learning to relate, and perhaps even adopting youthful 
traits, we can partner with our young staff members to 
secure a positive future for snowsports.

Viva la Revolution! 

In Memory of Bill Bonkowski. Bill gave so much to 
future instructors.
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To Central Region Members: If you have difficulty in receiving e-mails from psia-c.org  
and/or from thesnowpros.org, this is the link on how to Whitelist the web sites, in  

GMail:  https://downtimemonkey.com/blog/how-to-whitelist-an-email-address-in-gmail.php

Central Examiner Floyd Soo takes a break 
from sailing.


